Continuous improvement is a never-ending journey, and that by embracing the journey; we strive towards improving the operations, which applies to every function and individual in the organization.

Team Faber Infinite brings expertise in transformation journey with passion for Operational Excellence. We sensitize people on how to think and TRANSFORM and work as teams to improve processes rapidly.

‘Operational Excellence’ is key element for efficient and effective execution in any organization.

Thorough understanding of the requirements and alignment enables us to give meaningful insights. We achieve this by helping our clients to craft effective training plan via meticulous pre-work, thorough execution and post program follow up /intervention.

In the operational Excellence arena, Faber Infinite offers several customizable modules to build and sustain high performance teams.
Training Workshops (Partial List)

For Top Management
- Understanding Organizational Transformation - the drivers for growth and factors weighing it down
- OE for BE - Achieving Business Excellence through Operational Excellence
- Lighthouse Workshop – Organizational Goal Setting Exercise & linking it to individual targets

For Managers
- Lean Management Foundations - Faster, Better & Efficient
- Value Stream Mapping – Approach for identification & elimination of all Non Value Adding activities
- Inventory Management – Inventory Management Models for dynamic market scenario
- Equipment Management – Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) for better equipment management
- Lean & Green - Improving profitability through combining Lean with Green initiatives
- Six Sigma Foundations - Awareness of Six Sigma Approach

For Value Adders
- Sensitization Workshop: - What is world class? How to become world class organization?
- Five S - Foundation of Improvement, Building Improvement culture via Five S Methodology
- Quick changeover - Improving flexibility through reduction of changeover time
- Improve Work Efficiency - Improve work efficiency by reducing the 3Mu's & 8 Wastes
Partial List of Operational Excellence Programs

- Reduce costs, not margin – Advanced Lean Tools
- Create uncontested market space and make the competition irrelevant
- Sharpen your axe: Increase your top line
- Enhance Supply Chains (Learning via Beer Game)
- The Pipe Factory – Learn Total Flow Management via simulation game
- The Chocolate Factory – Learn Material Management via simulation game.
- Engaging front-line staff in Sustainable Continuous Improvements
- How lean thinking helps organizations (Tailored for Manufacturing / Service / Public Sector audiences)
- It’s All About the Customers: Using lean to improve satisfaction
- Key Lean Mindsets for Healthcare
- Putting the continuous back into continuous improvement
- Engaging staff to design the organization of tomorrow (Lean Design)
- Practical daily Lean Management method
- Be Lean, Not lame
- Today’s Effective Leader: Shifting from Cop to Coach
- Engaging employees in improvement: Everybody, Everywhere, Every Day
- What’s your problem? Important ideas for better problem solving